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How Generative 
AI Tools Work



What is Generative AI?

Generative AI is a type of artificial 

intelligence that is capable of creating new 

data and content that did not previously 

exist. 

It does this by learning the underlying 

patterns and structure of a particular 

dataset, and then generating new content 

that is similar to the original data.



What is Generative AI?

Different from machine learning – identifying a pattern or 

correlation given a set of data and making predictions or 

data specific insights

Generative AI creates new outputs based on the data they 

have been trained on.

"Blueberry muffin or 

Chihuahua?"



What is Generative AI?

DALL-E prompt: "Chihuahua eating a 

blueberry muffin"



Sources of AI Training Data

Public datasets: essentially anything available online 

(copyrighted or not).

Private datasets: collected by individuals or organizations 

for proprietary use, such as customer data.

User-generated content: social media posts, reviews.

Custom data: specific to intended application, such as 

medical AI trained with a dataset of medical images.

Synthetic data: generated using computer graphics or 

simulation techniques. 



Sources of AI Training Data

ChatGPT: around 45TB of text from the internet (web 

crawlers, Wikipedia, Reddit, etc.) and books

DALL-E: hundreds of millions of captioned images (training 

set not released).

Stable Diffusion: internet-acquired data (from websites like 

Pinterest, WordPress, Blogspot, Flickr, DeviantArt, etc.).

Midjourney: internet-acquired data, whether copyrighted or 

not.
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Legal And Ethical 
Questions 
to Consider



Legal + Ethical Questions 
to Consider

Does the use of Generative AI tools infringe third-party IP, 

privacy, or other rights?

 Are you infringing anyone's rights?

 Who owns the output?

 Is the output copyrightable or patentable?

 Are there privacy concerns?

 What is the potential liability for the user?

 What are the implications for your company in using 

Generative AI output? 



Legal + Ethical Questions 
to Consider

AI generated

image with the iconic Getty 

Images watermark

Are you infringing anyone's rights?

 Generative AI is trained by data all across the internet.

 Should AI developers be made to pay every owner of 

every IP-protected material they scrape from the 

internet – like Napster in the early days of digital 

music?

 Are you, the game developer, affected by the 

copyright/trademark/patent of the material used to train 

the AI tool?

 Copyright lawsuit filed by Getty Images against 

Stability AI, creators of open source text-to-image 

generator Stable Diffusion.



Legal + Ethical Questions 
to Consider

VentureBeat, Why are Getty and Shutterstock on 

opposite sides of the AI legal debate?, Jan. 17, 2023.

“….Bradford Newman, who leads the machine learning 

and AI practice of global law firm Baker McKenzie, 

maintains that while Getty has compared the current legal 

landscape of generative AI to the early days of digital 

music and Napster, the analogy does not hold.

‘Unlike in the music business, there are not large 

publishing houses and similar existing organizations with 

whom these AI developers can enter into licensing or 

royalty agreements,’ he said. ‘It is impractical for the 

developers to have to enter into tens of millions of 

individual agreements with the originator of each image 

scraped.’”



Legal + Ethical Questions 
to Consider
“Fair use” of the input

VentureBeat: Who owns DALL-E images? Legal AI experts weigh in, Aug. 16, 2022.

“Since DALL-E 2 was released in April, creative industries have been buzzing 

with questions about AI art image ownership. Back in August, Bradford 

Newman, who leads the machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) 

practice of global law firm Baker McKenzie, in its Palo Alto office, said the 

answer to the question ‘Who owns DALL-E images?’ is far from clear. And, he 

emphasized, legal fallout is inevitable.

‘If DALL-E is adopted in the way I think [Open AI] envisions it, there’s going to 

be a lot of revenue generated by the use of the tool,’ he said. ‘And when you 

have a lot of players in the market and issues at stake, you have a high chance 

of litigation.’”



Legal + Ethical Questions 
to Consider
“Fair use” of the input

VentureBeat: Why generative AI legal battles are brewing, Oct. 21, 2022.

“I spoke to Newman back in August around issues of DALL-E image ownership – that is, the 

output of generative AI. Now, he said, legal questions are coming fast and furious around 

copyright and the ‘fair use’ of the input – that is, the training data going into generative AI 

tools. 

‘Legally, right now, there is little guidance,’ he warned. ‘There are the inevitable class actions, 

but the net of it all is when you’re using the massive data sets that these AI applications are 

and you sprinkle on top of that open source licenses [as in the GitHub Copilot example], the 

arguments are going to be fair use versus infringement.’ 

Different courts, he predicted, will come to different conclusions. ‘Ultimately, I believe this is 

going to go to the Supreme Court.’”



Legal Questions to Consider

Who owns the output?

 The terms of use and licensing agreements for the 

generative AI tool dictates user's relationship with the 

AI developer

 Whether the generated content is original or based on 

pre-existing copyrighted/trademarked/patented 

materials affects user's potential liability to IP holders

 Whether the generative AI tool was trained on 

copyright/trademark/patent protected materials affects 

user's potential liability to IP holders



Who Owns the Output?
As between the AI developer and the user –

Read the Terms of Use

Relationship with third party IP holders is a separate matter. 

Possible outcomes:

1. User owns 

the output

3. Tool developer 

owns the output

2. Joint ownership between user 

and tool developer



Copyrightability

What is the current state of the law as to whether content created by 

an AI tool, or by a human using an AI tool, is copyrightable? 

Traditionally, ownership of copyrightability in computer generated works was not in question 

because AI was merely a tool that supported the creative process like pen and paper.

Here, AI makes the decisions involved in the creative process.



Copyrightability

What is the current state of the law as to whether content created by 

an AI tool, or by a human using an AI tool, is copyrightable? 

New legislation?

This means some uncertainty as to whether your outputs are protected by IP law.

Major jurisdictions (US, EU) lean towards not granting copyright to material created by AI – even if 

heavily guided by a human user.



The Three Basic Elements of 
Copyright

Originality

Must be the original work of the author (i.e., not a copy, and not a mere "idea").

Fixation

It has to be "fixed" in a medium (i.e., a book, CD, electronic media).

Creativity/"Work of Authorship" 

Caselaw is clear that only a "modicum of creativity" is required, but it is 

unclear on what it means to be "creative".



"Creativity" in the Copyright Office's Words

The copyright law only protects "the fruits of intellectual labor" that "are founded in 

the creative powers of the mind." Trade-Mark Cases, 100 U.S. 82, 94 (1879). 

Because copyright law is limited to "original intellectual conceptions of the author," 

the Office will refuse to register a claim if it determines that a human being did not 

create the work. Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53, 58 (1884).



Zarya of the Dawn
(February 21, 2023)

 Comic book created with Midjourney.

 Text is protected by copyright – it was "written 

entirely" by a human

 Arrangement of text and images are 

copyrightable, because it was done by a 

human

 Images are not copyrightable because they 

were created through Midjourney

 Even human edits to images created by 

Midjourney did not render them copyrightable

 Lesson: if AI is the "master mind" it is not 

copyrightable



Zarya of the Dawn (February 21, 2023)

"The changes to Zarya's mouth, particularly her upper lip, are too minor and imperceptible to supply the 

necessary creativity for copyright protection." – USCO Decision.

Detail before Photoshop Detail after Photoshop



Patentability

What is the current state of the law as to whether content created by 

an AI tool, or by a human using an AI tool, is patentable? 

Like in the copyright context, courts have ruled that an "inventor" must be a natural person.

See Thaler v. Vidal, 43 F.4th 1207 (Fed. Cir. 2022)



Are the Prompts Used and the 
Output of the Tools Confidential?

User privacy is protected by a variety of laws

(CCPA, GDPR, etc.).

As of today, Privacy Policy of OpenAI, StabilityAI and 

Midjourney say that they do not share your personal 

information with anyone else except as required by law or to 

improve their services.

As for usage data (i.e., inputs and outputs) – the policies and 

terms of use are generally silent.

Some financial institutions have restricted employees' 

access to ChatGPT over concerns about sensitive 

information being relayed to the AI platform.

Italy has banned ChatGPT nationwide, citing privacy 

concerns.



Are the Prompts Used and the 
Output of the Tools Confidential?



Other Ethical Risks Creating 
Legal Liability?

Biased data

Generative AI tools may inherit biases from the data used

for training, or user input, which can result in biased or 

discriminatory output.

Use of Names or Likeness of Others

Some generative AI tools are designed to generate realistic 

images of faces or identities, which can raise concerns 

about privacy and consent. 



How Human Biases Seep into AI Tools:
Input Bias

AI Tools have human progenitors.

At various steps of the design process, a designer can embed his or 

her personal biases.

When a task for an AI tool is initially defined, bias can creep

(or leap) in.

Examples:

 An AI tool that assumes an ideal employee must be a white,

middle-aged male (Tasked with: "generate an image of a successful CEO").

 An AI tool that assumes crime is correlated with racially segregated neighborhoods 

(Tasked with: "write me a plot for a crime detective story set in New York City").
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Use Cases



Use Cases

DALL-E for concept art, brainstorming, inspirationA



Use Cases

Various tools for AI-generated 

output/images for use in-game 

(final product).

B



Use Cases

Stable Diffusion for real-time in-game 

asset delivery of 2D and 3D game 

assets generated in the cloud based on 

user preferences, game behavior, and 

user quizzes (players will not enter 

prompts, game will create assets based 

on whitelist or filter, or text generation 

model that determine prompts).

C



Use Cases

ChatGPT to generate dialog and game 

code for use in-game (final product).
D



Use Cases

GPT4 for generation of text for 

prototypes and experiments, 

brainstorming, and inspiration

(similar to Googling names to come up 

with NPC names), generating training 

data for more specific text generators 

(e.g., generate 10,000 character 

descriptions and use that to train a 

character description generator) or for 

input for Stable Diffusion.

E



Use Cases

Dall-E 2 as an image editing tool,

to enhance or fill in details of low

res images.

F



Use Cases

Creation of art books to sell that 

includes game concept art created by

AI tools.

G



Use Cases

Style transfer – apply "Lichtenstein style 

filter" in photo mode.
H
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License Terms to 
Watch Out For



Who Owns the Output?
Midjourney

https://docs.midjourney.com/docs/terms-of-service

 Rights You Give to Midjourney
By using the Services, You grant to Midjourney, its successors, and assigns a 

perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, sublicensable no-charge, royalty-free, 

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly 
display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute text, and image prompts You 

input into the Services, or Assets produced by the service at Your direction.

This license survives termination of this Agreement by any party, for any reason.

 Your Rights

Subject to the above license, You own all Assets You create with the Services, 
to the extent possible under current law. This excludes upscaling the images of 

others, which images remain owned by the original Asset creators. Midjourney 

makes no representations or warranties with respect to the current law that might 
apply to You. Please consult Your own lawyer if You want more information about 

the state of current law in Your jurisdiction. Your ownership of the Assets you 

created persists even if in subsequent months You downgrade or cancel Your 
membership. However, You do not own the Assets if You fall under the exceptions 

below.

https://docs.midjourney.com/docs/terms-of-service


Who Owns the Output?
Stability AI (Stable Diffusion)

https://stability.ai/terms-of-use; https://platform.stability.ai/docs/terms-of-service; 

https://github.com/CompVis/stable-diffusion/blob/main/LICENSE

 Unless otherwise expressly indicated by Stability, all content displayed or 

made available on the Site, including without limitation, text, images, 

illustrations, designs, logos, domain names, service marks, software, scripts, 

and the selection, compilation and arrangement of any of the foregoing is 

owned by Stability, its affiliates, licensors and/or other third parties ("Site 

Content"). 

 Under the AI API Terms of Service, the user owns of images created from 

the user's text prompts "to the extent permitted by applicable law.  With 

respect to images you upload to the Services, … you hereby grant Stability a 

… license to copy, display, upload, perform, distribute, store, modify, and 

otherwise use such materials for any Stability-related purpose in any form, 

medium or technology now known or later developed. 

 The Creative ML Open-RAIL-M license terms grant a copyright and 

patent license to use the Stability Diffusion model and includes use-

based restrictions that must be included in any legal agreement under 

which the model is distributed or made available.

https://stability.ai/terms-of-use
https://platform.stability.ai/docs/terms-of-service


Who Owns the Output?
OpenAI (ChatGPT, GPT4, DALL-E)

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use

• Your Content. You may provide input to the Services (“Input”), and receive output generated and 

returned by the Services based on the Input (“Output”). Input and Output are collectively “Content.” As 

between the parties and to the extent permitted by applicable law, you own all Input, and 

subject to your compliance with these Terms, OpenAI hereby assigns to you all its right, title 

and interest in and to Output. OpenAI may use Content as necessary to provide and maintain 

the Services, comply with applicable law, and enforce our policies. You are responsible for 

Content, including for ensuring that it does not violate any applicable law or these Terms.

• Similarity of Content. Due to the nature of machine learning, Output may not be unique across users 

and the Services may generate the same or similar output for OpenAI or a third party. For example, 

you may provide input to a model such as "What color is the sky?" and receive output such as "The 

sky is blue." Other users may also ask similar questions and receive the same response. Responses 

that are requested by and generated for other users are not considered your Content.

• Use of Content to Improve Services. We do not use Content that you provide to or receive from our 

API (“API Content”) to develop and improve our Services. API Content is only used to provide and 

maintain our API Services. We may use Content from Services other than our API (“Non-API Content”) 

to help develop and improve our Services. You can read more here about how Non-API Content may 

be used to improve model performance. If you do not want your Non-API Content used to improve 

Services, you can opt out by filling out this form. Please note that in some cases this may limit the 

ability of our Services to better address your specific use case.

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/5722486-how-your-data-is-used-to-improve-model-performance
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScrnC-_A7JFs4LbIuzevQ_78hVERlNqqCPCt3d8XqnKOfdRdQ/viewform


Liability and Indemnity

Indemnity

You will defend, indemnify, and hold harmless us, our affiliates, and 

our personnel, from and against any claims, losses, and expenses 

(including attorneys' fees) arising from or relating to your use of the 

Services, including your Content, products or services you develop or 

offer in connection with the Services, and your breach of these Terms 

or violation of applicable law.

OpenAI (ChatGPT, GPT4, DALL-E)

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use


Applicable Terms?
OpenAI (ChatGPT, GPT4, DALL-E)

These Terms of Use apply when you use the products and services 

of OpenAI, L.L.C. or our affiliates, including our application 

programming interface, software, tools, developer services, data, 

documentation, and website ("Services"). The Terms include our 

Service Terms, Sharing & Publication Policy, Usage Policies, and 

other documentation, guidelines, or policies we may provide in 

writing. By using our Services, you agree to these Terms. Our Privacy 

Policy explains how we collect and use personal information.

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use


Usage Restrictions

 You may not (i) use the Services in a way that infringes, 

misappropriates or violates any person's rights

 We don't allow the use of our models for the following:

 … Any content that exploits or harms children

 Generation of hateful, harassing, or violent content

 … Activity that has high risk of economic harm

 Adult content, adult industries, and dating apps

 … Activity that violates people's privacy

OpenAI (ChatGPT, GPT4, DALL-E)

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use

https://platform.openai.com/docs/usage-policies

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use
https://platform.openai.com/docs/usage-policies


Usage Restrictions

 May not:

 Violate these Terms, the License, or other policies 

applicable to the Services;

 Include sensitive personal information on the Site;

 Violate the privacy, publicity, or other rights of any third 

party;

 Generate any Content that a reasonable person could find 

offensive;

 Upload any materials that infringe IP; 

 Use the Services in a way that violates any laws or 

regulations;

 Attempt to do any of the above.

Stability AI (Stable Diffusion) https://platform.stability.ai/docs/terms-of-service

https://platform.openai.com/docs/usage-policies


Usage Restrictions

 Be kind and respect each other and staff. Do not create images 

or use text prompts that are inherently disrespectful, aggressive, 

or otherwise abusive. Violence or harassment of any kind will not 

be tolerated.

 No adult content or gore. Please avoid making visually 

shocking or disturbing content. We will block some text inputs 

automatically.

 Sharing others' creations. Do not publicly repost the creations of 

others without their permission.

 Be careful about sharing. It's OK to share Your creations outside 

of the Midjourney community but please consider how others 

might view Your content.

Midjourney
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Risk of Violating 
Tool Use Restrictions



Risk of Violating Tool Use Restrictions
OpenAI (ChatGPT, GPT4, DALL-E)

You acknowledge that if you violate or breach these Terms, it may cause 

irreparable harm to OpenAI and its affiliates, and OpenAI shall have the right to 

seek injunctive relief against you in addition to any other legal remedies.

We may terminate these Terms immediately upon notice to you if you materially 

breach Sections 2 (Usage Requirements), 5 (Confidentiality, Security and Data 

Protection), 8 (Dispute Resolution) or 9 (General Terms), if there are changes in 

relationships with third party technology providers outside of our control, or to 

comply with law or government requests.



Risk of Violating Tool Use Restrictions
Stability AI (Stable Diffusion)

Any violation of these terms (including the Community Guidelines) may result in 

the suspension or termination by us, in our sole discretion, of your access to and 

use of the Services (including a permanent ban and you will forfeit any 

remaining credits and fees paid for the services). We MAY CHANGE the 

Services in our sole discretion. we will endeavor to provide reasonable notice of 

any suspension, termination, or change to you, but may do so without notice if in 

our sole judgment, we need to make changes to comply with law, protect or 

enforce legal rights, avoid or mitigate misuse of the Services or adverse legal or 

regulatory impacts on us, or otherwise to address or prevent an emergency.



Risk of Violating Tool Use Restrictions
Midjourney

Any violations of these rules may lead to bans from our services. We are not a 

democracy. Behave respectfully or lose Your rights to use the Service.

We reserve the right to investigate complaints or reported violations of our 

Terms of Service and to take any action we deem appropriate including but not 

limited to reporting any suspected unlawful activity to law enforcement officials, 

regulators, or other third parties and disclosing any information necessary or 

appropriate to such persons or entities relating to user profiles, e-mail 

addresses, usage history, posted materials, IP addresses and traffic information.

We also reserve the right to terminate Your access to the Service for any 

reason, including for violation of the Community Guidelines or other 

inappropriate use of the Service.
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Overview of 
Current Lawsuits



Class Action against Stability AI, Deviant Art, Midjourney

Andersen v. Stability AI et al, N.D. Cal. No. 3:23-cv-00201

In 2023, a group of artists initiated a class action 

against Stability AI, Midjourney, and Deviant Art, 

claiming that the company's use of their artwork as 

part of training data infringed on their copyrights.

Very similar to the Getty Images lawsuit

described earlier.

Too early to tell who will win, but AI developers 

likely to win given vast breadth of training data.

Also hard for artists to prove how exactly they were 

harmed by the data scraping – difficult to quantify 

contribution of their work to output.



GitHub Copilot 
Doe v. Github, Inc. et al., N.D. Cal.

4:22-cv-06823

Class action complaint was filed accusing Microsoft,

GitHub, and OpenAI of scraping licensed code to build 

GitHub's AI-powered Copilot tool.

Very similar concept as Getty, and other AI-related litigation.

Maybe a weaker case – code on GitHub used to train Copilot 

is available to the public and intended to help developers write 

code by example.
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Ethical Practices and 
Ways to Mitigate 
Legal Risk



Best Practices and Ways to Mitigate Legal Risk

Improve substantially upon the raw output produced by AI:

Show that your work has substantial human contributions.

Consult legal counsel:

Consult with a lawyer who is knowledgeable about IP law to help you understand the legal risks and 

how to mitigate them effectively.

Ensure no bias

Responsible and Ethical Practices



Questions



bakermckenzie.com

Baker & McKenzie LLP is a member firm of Baker & McKenzie International, a global law firm with member law firms 

around the world. In accordance with the common terminology used in professional service organizations, reference to a 

"partner" means a person who is a partner, or equivalent, in such a law firm. Similarly, reference to an "office" means an 

office of any such law firm. This may qualify as "Attorney Advertising" requiring notice in some jurisdictions. Prior results

do not guarantee a similar outcome.

© 2023 Baker & McKenzie LLP
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